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Winter Registration to Be in Arena

1,000 Expected to Sign Up
On First Day of New Term

The SIU Arena will be the cold's answer to the registration for the "Saluki Special," a train that will take SIU students on a winter trip. The train will leave Carbondale at 1:30 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 25, and will arrive in Chicago at 7:30 p.m.

THE RAINS CAME — When the rains finally came Tuesday, students crossing Grand Avenue between Whan and the new classroom building found the going plenty soggy. (Photo by Hal Steelclay)

Storms May Be in Store
Old Man Weather Has Dry Sense of Humor, Dusts Off Drought With Drizzle, Deluge

By Frank Messersmith

Old man weather just can't seem to take a joke.

When hot weather first set in, everyone was griping and complaining about high temperatures, so the Old Man set his control gauges on drought. People suffering from the extended dry spell, began to matter under their breath about the Old Man, until finally they decided to teach him another lesson.

The Old Man went stumping through the cloud layers, thundering to himself and getting lightning bolts until he made his way to the rain and snow store room.

Back to his work room he sat with his gloomy devises, and soon the United States had more bad weather than it could shake a stick at.

In St. Louis, where the football Cardinals and the New York Giants battled to a 10-10 tie, the players there bared beneath the muck and wader all afternoon.

In the Western states of Nevada, Wyoming, Colorado and Montana, snow tumbled cities and knocked out communications for miles.

In Carbondale, the tremendous drizzle had netted the area about .02 of an inch of moisture up until Tuesday at noon. More has fallen since.

This has helped to prevent forest fires, forest fires that have been springing up in the woodland areas, but according to Floyd Cunningham, director of the SIU Climatology Laboratory, the small amount of rainfall has very little value for the long-suffering crops.

"We will need about one inch of rain a week for three weeks for crops to receive adequate amount," Cunningham said.

The ground water levels will need a great deal more than that, he said.

"I think the drought is definitely broken," Cunningham said, "and colder weather will move right along now."

He said last week that the weather was overdue for a change, and expected it any time.

So far, the rapid change in weather hasn't done away with storms or drizzle. We can expect more storms to come, but some might develop within the next few days.

Eric Christmas, Actor, Writer, To Direct 'Lear' for Southern

Eric Christmas, a leading member of Canada's Festival Theater since 1957, has been appointed artist-in-residence in the Department of Theater in the School of Fine and Dramatic Arts. Christmas has been a member of Canada's Festival Theater since 1957, has been appointed artist-in-residence in the Department of Theater in the School of Fine and Dramatic Arts.

Eric Christmas said he would have been possible to handle in the permanent quarters, he continued. "We hope to have program changes each week."

The following is the schedule for registration at the Arena.

Jan. 4—Only new and re-entering students (those not in school during fall quarter) will be registered. Registrations will be handled in alphabetical order, except for those in the same class.

Advisement and registration continued in the campus campaign, said that, he said. Since 1961 he has been a lecturer for Southern Illinois University, and has also been a lecturer for State University College, Buffalo, N.Y.

Kennedy Library Campaign Begins

The John F. Kennedy Memorial Library campaign begins today and will continue until March 1, 1965. President Kennedy's interest in youth and his efforts to improve American education, included in the Kennedy Library Foundation, purchase of the signatures of the library's benefactors, and the Southern will have a book included in the room. Terence W. Donnelly, chair of the campus campaign, said that they were discriminating in the names of the late President and an influence on youth of America. The book is in Room H at the University Manuscript Center and can be signed until Wednesday.

A film about the Kennedy Library Foundation will be shown at 10:30 p.m. today in Memorial Hall.

Gus Bode

Gus says there's so much necking going on in the library lounges, he feels out of place without a date.
Sophomore Make-Up Tests
Scheduled by Testing Center

The Testing and Counseling Center announced that the make-up tests in the Sophomore Testing Program will be given Thursday and Nov. 24.

The test will be given in Muckelroy Auditorium in the Agriculture Building at 8 a.m. and 1 p.m. Thursday, and at 8 a.m. and 1 p.m. in Muckelroy on Nov. 24.

Students who were full-time sophomores as of spring quarter of 1964 are required to take it. Letters and tickets of admission have been mailed to those students required to complete this program.

If a student was a full-time sophomore last spring and has not received a letter, he should contact the Testing Center immediately for an assignment. Registration for spring, 1965, will be held pending completion of testing.

The Graduate Records Examination will be held Saturday for those students registered with the Educational Testing Service. Students not registered are ineligible. Registration has been closed.

This test will begin at 8 a.m. in Purr Auditorium.

Sorority Donates $75
Delta Beta chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha social sorority has made a $75 contribution to the Student Nonviolent Freedom Committee.

Advanced Standing Possible
Students Can Lighten General Studies Load
By Planning Courses While in High School

Students could lessen the number of General Studies courses not met at SIU by careful planning and preparation while in high school, said John W. Voigt, SIU General Studies executive director.

General Studies is Southern Illinois University's undergraduate curriculum designed to give freshman and sophomore students a background in general physical, biological and social sciences and the humanities upon which they may build their studies in specialized fields.

The program was designed to expose the students to a wide variety of subject areas before choosing a "major." Voigt said advanced standing in specific General Studies courses, such as physics, chemistry or foreign languages, may be granted to students who have had sufficient high school class work in these subjects and who score high enough on required entrance examinations.

Advanced standing allows a student who has passed some General Studies work otherwise required, most SIU undergraduate students must take a full 96 quarter hours of General Studies work, half the total hours required for a bachelor's degree. Voigt said most students also are entitled to waive beginning General Studies courses in areas which are to be their major fields, and other requirements may be met through proficiency examinations.

Board to Sponsor Weekend Activities
The University Center Programming Board will sponsor a roller skating trip to Marion on Friday night.

Students wishing to go should sign up in the Activities Office in the University Center by noon on Thursday.

There will be no fare on the bus leaving the Center at 7:30 p.m. and returning at 10:30 p.m. The cost of admission and skates at the skating rink is 75c.

Another weekend activity sponsored by the Programming Board is horseback riding from 1:30 until 4 p.m. Saturday at Little Grassy Lake. Students should sign up by noon Friday in the Activities Office if they wish to go. Transportation to Little Grassy Lake is free and the charge for horseback riding is $1 per hour.

Today's Weather
Considerable cloudiness with occasional light rain or drizzle. Turning colder, with high today in low 50's.

Little Bill's Delivery Service
PHONE 549-3841

"I had it delivered and it's HOT!"

We have hamburgers, cheese sandwiches, french fries, and drinks.

WARING AUTO THEATRE
Between Carbondale and Murphysboro on Old Rt. 13
Admission 51 Per Person
Closed Thu. Sunday

Gibson Tamboree
See and hear the all new Gibson patent and amplification
Yuill Music Co.
109 W. Cherry Herrin, Ill.
The Judo Club will meet at 9 a.m. in Ballroom A and B at the University Center. Alpha Phi Omega campus service fraternity meets at 11 a.m. in Room B at the University Center.

The Judo Club will meet at 5 p.m. in the Arena Concourse.

Aquaettes will meet at 4 p.m. Friday in the Family Lounge.

UCPB Service Committee meets at 9 a.m. in Room B at the University Center.

The Season of Holidays Campus Decorations Committee will meet at 9 p.m. in Room E at the University Center. The Off-Campus Executive Council will meet at 9 p.m. in Room D at the University Center.

The SIU Women's Club will sponsor its annual breakfast at 9 a.m. today in the Ballroom at the University Center. Place settings and table decorations will be displayed and discussed. The theme for the breakfast is "Holiday Table Displays."

Mrs. Louis Visceili, breakfast chairman, also will display a group of holiday decorations which she made.

Committee members for the group were Mrs. Rino Bianchi, Mrs. Roger Seyler, Mrs. Robert Harper, Mrs. Jeanie Harris, Mrs. David Kenney, Mrs. Joe Leonard, Mrs. Alfred Lin, Mrs. Baren Robbins, Mrs. Gene Seibert and Mrs. Elliott Kring.


to Tentative Schedule

The Newman Festival will get under way tonight at 8:15 at the Library Auditorium. Vic Martincic, chairman of the Newman International Committee, said Pakistani singers, Philippine bamboo dancers and a trio from Latin America will be highlights of the program. Also on hand will be students from Panama, Africa and South America.

The festival is open to everyone, Martincic said, and special invitations are extended to all international students.

The Young Republicans will meet at 5:30 p.m. in Morris Library Auditorium. The University Center Program Board Development Committee will meet at 7:30 p.m. in Room E at the University Center. UCPB Recreation Committee meets at 9 p.m. tonight at the University Center.

The Campus Judicial Board will meet at 9 p.m. in Room E at the University Center. The Speleological Society will meet at 9 p.m. in Room F at the University Center.

The SIU Women's Club meets at 7 p.m. in the Home Economics Family Living Lounge.

The SIU Women's Club Breakfasts Today - The SIU Women's Club will sponsor its annual breakfast at 9 a.m. today in the Ballroom at the University Center. Place settings and table decorations will be displayed and discussed. The theme for the breakfast is "Holiday Table Displays."

Mrs. Louis Visceili, breakfast chairman, also will display a group of holiday decorations which she made.

Committee members for the group were Mrs. Rino Bianchi, Mrs. Roger Seyler, Mrs. Robert Harper, Mrs. Jeanie Harris, Mrs. David Kenney, Mrs. Joe Leonard, Mrs. Alfred Lin, Mrs. Baren Robbins, Mrs. Gene Seibert and Mrs. Elliott Kring.

Isaac Stern to Be Featured On Channel 8 Arts Program

Isaac Stern will be the guest on Festival of the Performing Arts at 8:30 tonight on WSIU-TV.

The famous violinist will be featured with the festival concert orchestra and will present a program of music by Bach and Mozart.

Other highlights:

5 p.m.: What's New: Different kinds of snakes, unusual fuels for space travel, and the folk music of Viet Nam.

7:30 p.m.: News in Perspective: The month's headlines are examined by the staff of the New York Times.

Isaac Stern will be the guest on Festival of the Performing Arts at 8:30 tonight on WSIU-TV.

The famous violinist will be featured with the festival concert orchestra and will present a program of music by Bach and Mozart.

Other highlights:

5 p.m.: What's New: Different kinds of snakes, unusual fuels for space travel, and the folk music of Viet Nam.

7:30 p.m.: News in Perspective: The month's headlines are examined by the staff of the New York Times.

Out of the dryer...ready to wear!

They're guaranteed! The best wash-and-wear performance you ever enjoyed—or your money back! The crease stays flat—and the wrinkles fall out of LEVI'S Sta-Prest Slacks! Wash 'em, dry 'em, wear 'em, again and again and again! Choose your favorite model in your favorite color—now!
Dick Gregory Suffered, but Ignored His Benefactors


One never knows the exact relationship between the narrator and the situation we know nothing about because neither Robert Lipsyte nor Dick Gregory says so. Dick Gregory says a word about their working basis, we assume, but only he can talk to Robert Lipsyte many times over a period of weeks or months and that the style and structure are Lipsyte's. It has been furnished by Gregory; but we do not know.

I know Dick well enough to be able to say that most of the face of Dick's life have been related faithfully but that a good many details have been omitted and have changed their significance. For example, Dick never mentions his marriage to Africa, one at Southern except that of Dick and Mrs. Morris. I do not understand why he gives credit to a des Fabru (i. Clark Dav-

tio) and to a president (Delyte W. W. Vandeveer, loan fund, a sum which he has subsequently sustained in full. Dick never mentions this loan, nor does he mention that he would have a benefit performance from there, the proceeds from which he would have the purchase of an organ. I think all of us at Southern might have been kinder to Dick if we had understood the agony that he suffered just from being a Negro. He delivered the Fifties, Mea culpa. I was too young to understand that it was a problem, My two sons, Philip and Richard, and Phil's wife and child were all friendly to Dick, but perhaps they never guessed that I was the same Dick moved from the campus to the town, he suffered the indignities that were the usual experiences of Negroes in those days in every town in America. It was in the manager of the Var- sity Theater at that time and to certain restaurant proprietors, I can say that they sincerely and mistakenly believed that the admission of Negroes on a basis of full and free acceptance would hurt their business. I am happy to add that Phil and Wyna attended that famous party at the Roberts Show Club which Dick held for the Pan-American athletes (see p. 145). That party led to further engagements for Dick and became a pivotal point in his career.

On one point in Dick's ca-

er at Southern, he is simply misin- Dick Gregory

terest, terrifying, brave book. The author, to me, is his love to money, a tiny, trivial fault. For example,

Bethlehem, by Andrew Sin-

clair, New York; Atheneum Press, 1954. 188 pp. $3.95.

Andrew Sinclair, British author, is a writer of the旧 he views the novel, which he has subsequently paid the Vandeveer loan fund, a sum which he has subsequently sustained in full. Dick never mentions this loan, nor does he mention that he would have a benefit performance from there, the proceeds from which he would have the purchase of an organ. I think all of us at Southern might have been kinder to Dick if we had understood the agony that he suffered just from being a Negro. He delivered the Fifties, Mea culpa. I was too young to understand that it was a problem, My two sons, Philip and Richard, and Phil's wife and child were all friendly to Dick, but perhaps they never guessed that I was the same Dick moved from the campus to the town, he suffered the indignities that were the usual experiences of Negroes in those days in every town in America. It was in the manager of the Varsity Theater at that time and to certain restaurant proprietors, I can say that they sincerely and mistakenly believed that the admission of Negroes on a basis of full and free acceptance would hurt their business. I am happy to add that Phil and Wyna attended that famous party at the Roberts Show Club which Dick held for the Pan-American athletes (see p. 145). That party led to further engagements for Dick and became a pivotal point in his career.

On one point in Dick's career at Southern, he is simply mistaken. He writes as follows:

"So I walked up to the corner and said, 'Hey, kid. I'm out of time. Why don't you just give me 25 cents, like everyone else. I just have a lopsided, distorted point of view. "And then Lil and I split a grapefruit."

If you were born and raised in America and hate or fear thinking about slavery and rapists, you've ever known, if they're white, you can't make sense of their story.

Just another scattered quote or two:

"I'm afraid of the South, afraid of all the cities where I could fall down accidentally, get buried in the dirt and be left to bleed to death in the sun. Otherwise I'll count my mariall. Now get the hell out of here."

"I'm just an old boy, I just stood up there and talked about the system and the army and the post and the officers, I told them how the army charged me that I would have to shoot my rifle. That's why in the Navy they allow a captain always go with them."

The most important section of the book for most of you is the conclusion. Dick tells of entertaining at prisons of convicts in Maryland for the first time, and how he recognizes his own writing, he was a Negro in Carbondale in 1954, because he deserved the award. The boys have always done an excellent job of awarding the Hitchcock trophy. I thought Phil deserved it in 1952, and he got it. I cannot believe anyone ever politicizing for this award, and all Dick said to anyone in 1953 was in the nature of a joke. He deserved the award, not at all on the basis of color but on the basis of performance. I cannot possibly do justice to this tragic, horrific story, brave book. The author, to me, is his love to money, a tiny, trivial fault. For example,

"I think all of us at Southern might have been kinder to Dick if we had understood the agony that he suffered just from being a Negro. He delivered the Fifties, Mea culpa. I was too young to understand that it was a problem, My two sons, Philip and Richard, and Phil's wife and child were all friendly to Dick, but perhaps they never guessed that I was the same Dick moved from the campus to the town, he suffered the indignities that were the usual experiences of Negroes in those days in every town in America. It was in the manager of the Varsity Theater at that time and to certain restaurant proprietors, I can say that they sincerely and mistakenly believed that the admission of Negroes on a basis of full and free acceptance would hurt their business. I am happy to add that Phil and Wyna attended that famous party at the Roberts Show Club which Dick held for the Pan-American athletes (see p. 145). That party led to further engagements for Dick and became a pivotal point in his career.

On one point in Dick's career at Southern, he is simply mistaken. He writes as follows:

"So I walked up to the corner and said, 'Hey, kid. I'm out of time. Why don't you just give me 25 cents, like everyone else. I just have a lopsided, distorted point of view. "And then Lil and I split a grapefruit."

If you were born and raised in America and hate or fear thinking about slavery and rapists, you've ever known, if they're white, you can't make sense of their story.

Just another scattered quote or two:

"I'm afraid of the South, afraid of all the cities where I could fall down accidentally, get buried in the dirt and be left to bleed to death in the sun. Otherwise I'll count my mariall. Now get the hell out of here."

"I'm just an old boy, I just stood up there and talked about the system and the army and the post and the officers, I told them how the army charged me that I would have to shoot my rifle. That's why in the Navy they allow a captain always go with them."

The most important section of the book for most of you is the conclusion. Dick tells of entertaining at prisons of convicts in Maryland for the first time, and how he recognizes his own writing, he was a Negro in Carbondale in 1954, because he deserved the award. The boys have always done an excellent job of awarding the Hitchcock trophy. I thought Phil deserved it in 1952, and he got it. I cannot believe anyone ever politicizing for this award, and all Dick said to anyone in 1953 was in the nature of a joke. He deserved the award, not at all on the basis of color but on the basis of performance. I cannot possibly do justice to this tragic, horrific story, brave book. The author, to me, is his love to money, a tiny, trivial fault. For example,

"I think all of us at Southern might have been kinder to Dick if we had understood the agony that he suffered just from being a Negro. He delivered the Fifties, Mea culpa. I was too young to understand that it was a problem, My two sons, Philip and Richard, and Phil's wife and child were all friendly to Dick, but perhaps they never guessed that I was the same Dick moved from the campus to the town, he suffered the indignities that were the usual experiences of Negroes in those days in every town in America. It was in the manager of the Varsity Theater at that time and to certain restaurant proprietors, I can say that they sincerely and mistakenly believed that the admission of Negroes on a basis of full and free acceptance would hurt their business. I am happy to add that Phil and Wyna attended that famous party at the Roberts Show Club which Dick held for the Pan-American athletes (see p. 145). That party led to further engagements for Dick and became a pivotal point in his career.

On one point in Dick's career at Southern, he is simply mistaken. He writes as follows:

"So I walked up to the corner and said, 'Hey, kid. I'm out of time. Why don't you just give me 25 cents, like everyone else. I just have a lopsided, distorted point of view. "And then Lil and I split a grapefruit."

If you were born and raised in America and hate or fear thinking about slavery and rapists, you've ever known, if they're white, you can't make sense of their story.
A New Campus Emerges at Edwardsville

Buildings Rising in Fields;
Academic Evidence Appears

By Ric Cox

A college campus is slowly emerging from a mound of dirt in the middle of an open field 130 miles northwest of Carbondale.

In the midst of more than 2,000 acres of rolling countryside, buildings are beginning to rise from the dust and a campus is taking form. Lacking is the roar of motorcycles, the voices of students, the burning of midnight oil and cramming for the next day's exam and the sight of lovers strolling, hand-in-hand, through the woods.

In their place the sound of huge earthmovers drones through the day, commanding voices of construction bosses echo across the way, a vice president meditates on an important plan and two birds can be seen perched on a lonely tree.

A few evidences of a college campus are beginning to appear. Signs bearing the words Southern Illinois University are seen along the roadside.

Familiar signs mark the administrative offices of Delinquent Studies and Library Services.

Even General Studies has already taken its place on the campus, ready to command the students' learning processes.

The Registrar's Office is located five miles from the central site of the campus, just inside the city limits of the nearby town of 10,000 population.

The closest thing to a dormitory is a Holiday Inn located on Bypass 66, which leads to the campus entrance.

Alas, not a student can be found.

But one day soon, hopefully next year, students will suddenly appear. They will come, fully adapted to college life, from the nearby East St. Louis and Alton centers; they will come from far and wide.

Carbondale's sister campus at Edwardsville will have been born.
Ecumenical Stand Favoring Religious School Aid Asked

VATICAN CITY (AP) - The Vatican Ecumenical Council put the finishing touches on its major doctrinal proclamation of shared papal-episcopal power Tuesday. An American cardinal then urged the assembly to declare itself in favor of public funds for religious schools.

Francis Cardinal Spellman of New York, opening debate on a council schema on Roman Catholic schools and universities, told the council it should amend the document to state clearly that "the religious orientation of schools ought not to be an obstacle to their inclusion in subsidies from the state."

He said the schema should say that "justice and equity demand that public funds for religious schools be made available to Catholic schools and religious schools - a major issue in the United States and in many countries."

Besides debating the schema on the schools, the council voted approval for the final text of its key theological statement that bishops collegially share authority with the Pope over the Roman Catholic Church.

The council of prelates voted 2,093-46 to accept the last minor amendments to the third chapter of the schema "de ecclesia," on the nature of the Church. The margin of victory appeared unusual. A number of conservative prelates had challenged the concept almost to the very end.

Conservative prelates had argued that the concept, known as collegiality, detracted from the Pope's primacy and might border on heresy. Prominent progressive prelates noted that the schema says the bishops exercise shared power only with the Pope and never without him.

Dual Explorer Launch Planned This Week

WASHINGTON (AP) - The National Aeronautics and Space Administration said Tuesday it plans to launch two Explorer satellites into near-polar orbits with one rocket this week.

The satellites will inflate, in orbit, into a 12-foot-diameter, nine-pound polka dot sphere of mylar plastic and aluminum foil. It will measure atmospheric densities and temperature variations at different altitudes and latitudes.

The other, known before launch as Injun Explorer-B, is a pressed metal sphere two feet in diameter, weighing 50 pounds and coated with 40 flat surfaces. All but 10 of the flat surfaces are studded with solar cells to provide the spacecraft with electrical power.

This satellite will be fitted to measure the atmosphere.

New Jersey Governor Asks Court Test Of Senate's Weighted Voting System

TRENTON, N.J. (AP) - Gov. Richard J. Hughes Tuesday directed Atty. Gen. Arthur J. Sills to seek a New Jersey Supreme Court test of the State Senate's revolutionary new weighted voting system. The Senate's revolutionary new weighted voting system with 188 years of history, adopted the unique weighted voting plan Monday night as its answer to the U.S. Supreme Court's "one man, one vote" decisions.

Hughes said the Senate's action "casts into serious question the efficacy of any prospective legislative action upon that house."

Hughes directed Sills to go before the State Supreme Court with a motion to expand the record in a suit on legislative reapportionment awaiting decision by the court now. Legislative leaders have said the decision might be forthcoming Nov. 30, but this is a guess.

Hughes said Sills will ask to reopen arguments of the suit to deal with weighted voting.

The Senate plans to use the weighted voting system when the legislature holds its next session Dec. 3.

If valid, the weighted voting plan could become a model for other state legislatures in the nation affected by the U.S. Supreme Court decisions of last June. No state legislature has ever used weighted voting.

New Jersey has had one member per county in its Senate ever since 1776. Now senators will vote on the basis of the population they represent.

The 21 senators will have a total of 125 votes, with 52.6 required for a majority. Votes will be figured to one decimal place.

Until now, it has taken 11 of the 21 senators to pass a bill. It was not matter which 11 senators. Under weighted voting, senators from the five largest counties - Essex, Bergen, Hudson, Union and Middlesex - will be able to muster a majority. The other 16 senators cannot pass a bill unless at least one of the big county senators joins them.

The State Assembly adjourned its session without acting on the weighted voting plan. The Republican leadership ship plans to insist on installing it in the lower house too, but may be unable to get the votes. The Assembly is apportioned more closely to the population of counties.

Kiss Unwanted Items Goodbye, Make Love to New-Found Cash $
LEOPOLDVILLE, the Cong. (AP) — At the request of the United States, Prime Minister Jomo Kenyatta of Kenya urged the Congo rebels Tuesday to spare the life of U.S. missionary Dr. Paul Carlson "on humanitarian grounds."

Kenyatta asked quickly after receiving a message earlier in the day from U.S. Secretary of State Dean Rusk, who asked him to intercede with the rebel regime in Stanleyville recalling that he had appealed Sunday for humanitarian treatment for all civilians held in Stanleyville.

Then the Congo, once jailed as a leader of the antiwhite Mau Mau terrorists in the days of British rule in Kenya, told Gvena:

"I have since received a report that an American missionary, Paul Carlson, is in danger of being executed on charges of espionage. I appeal to you to save the life of this man on humanitarian grounds."

Carlson, 36, of Rolling Hills, Calif., took his wife and two children to the Central African Republic last September when the rebels went on rampage. Then he went back to his patients in the Congo jungles.

In Bangui, capital of the Central African Republic, Mrs. Carlson said her husband never had been a spy and "I am ready to testify categorically before anybody to this effect."

A medical missionary working for the Evangelical Congregational Church of America, Carlson is one of about 60 Americans at the mercy of the Communist-backed rebels in the Stanleyville area of the northeastern Congo.

UAW Strike Against Ford Cuts Output

DETOIT (AP) — Idleness continued to mount and production to sag Tuesday in Ford Motor Co.

The company blames a continuing strike by the United Auto Workers union in three parts plants, and reported the number of idled workers was up to 81,500 and auto output down to 1,000 a day Tuesday.

Normally Ford employs 160,000 production workers in 90 plants and in recent weeks has been turning out 10,000 cars a day.

Originally the UAW struck 12 days ago against nine of 11 Ford factories without the plant-working agreements which supplement the national contract. Ford and the UAW reached accord on the overall package Sept. 18.

Three Solons Criticize Book by J. B. Conant

CHICAGO (AP) — Three Illinois legislators took issue with denunciations of Illinois' educational system contained in a book by Dr. James B. Conant which was released Monday.

Dr. Conant, a former president of Harvard University, charged in "Shaping Educational Policy" that Illinois' educational system is a "shocking educational disarray" and that it is controlled by politics.

The book cites the patronage system in the state superintendent of public instruction's office, the limited role of the Illinois School Problems Commission and university attempts to influence legislators with such devices as dinners and football passes.

Rep. Charles S. Joelson, R-Ill., said Conant's book "is not a fair presentation of the educational policies by violent means."

"Lykke Til" means Good Luck with
to celebrate this occasion

SPECIAL SALE

Thursday, Nov. 19 thru Wednesday, Nov. 25

1/2 to 1/2 off

DRESSES JUMPERS SEPARATES

SKIRTS SUITS

You are invited to open your personal charge account or use the St. Clair Charge Plan.
The Defeat of Goldwaterism

By Ikuu Chou, a visiting professor of Government, has written an interpretation of the recent presidential election. The first installment appears below. The second will appear on Thursday.

By Ikuu Chou

The 1964 election is now history. The reaction of most of us in neither a sense of triumph nor that of loss, but a sense of relief.

Several records have been set. It was certainly one of the dirtiest, dirtiest campaigns in modern history. What might have appeared to be a perfectly normal campaign by the 19th century standard, with a heavy emphasis on distortion, half-truths, trick wording, and gubernatorial races down the line, was now an estimated 12 million people who were eligible to vote, but did not or could not vote. This figure is greater than Goldwater’s popular vote of 41.5 million, which gave him the greatest landslide in the nation’s history (61.4%) topping Roosevelt’s 60.8% in 1936 and Harding’s 60.6% in 1920.

Also new is the fact that the presidential nominee of the defeated party ran almost all of his party’s candidates on congressional, gubernatorial, and local levels. In all of the key states that he drugged many people that no one (notably Keating, Taft and Percy) down to defeat, while the Democratic nominee carried the future of the traditional Republican states, the candidate of the party of Lincoln showed strength in the segregationist rural areas of the Deep South.

This was the most important election in this century in that a radical wing of the Republican party seized control of the party, just as a whole group of new reformers, new realists, new depoliticizers, and the other challenges of the mid-20th century. The voter was faced with a clear choice of either moving the country forward or running it in the past. People spoke forcibly in favor of the former.

Why is significant is not that Goldwater and his brand of conservatism suffered a disastrous defeat, but that the defeat of the Goldwaterites, in the wake of the greatest defeat of the Republican party’s history, still believe that the fight for their cause has just begun taking heart of the fact that more than 20 million people stood on their side.

They are not discouraged by the impotence of Goldwater as a presidential candidate nor by the nonexistence of a “silent vote.” nor by the fact that the backlash, though a potent weapon to determine local issues as witnessed by the adoption of Proposition 14 in California, now really benefit the national candidates. They are, in fact, rejoicing over the effects of strengthening their grip of the party machinery and influencing future elections.

After all, they really did not expect to win this election. As a dissident voice, they wanted national respectability. They gained it at San Francisco and enjoyed it during the campaign. They are not now prepared to distinguish it in the near future.

The outcome of the election was predictable long before the campaign sank to the level of mudslinging and cheap trickery. There was no real debate of the issues. Nor was there a need for it. Goldwater’s total negative record in the Senate (he was there, “too repeal the law, not to make them”), his writings and speeches on extremism and the need to see TVA converted the social security voluntary system, to withdraw from the United Nations, to break diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union, to defund the Vietnam-termites with nuclear bombs, to retaliate the nuclear test-ban treaty, to

is a democracy. In spite of the victory, especially Nixon, went about the country asking the public not to vote for him, on the sole ground that he was a “Republican.” But before he did a man who aspired to the office of the president passed now a second recommendation.

Goldwater’s judicial campaign made Johnson’s task easy. The President was under great stress because of his programs. When his advisers suggested that he issue cer­ tain statements, he was already prepared for him; he discouraged it because there was really no direct chal­ lenge to his record as the President. As a moderate, he finished handsomely with Congress in enacting some 50 bills prepared by John F. Kennedy, he healed the na­ tion’s wounds and he swore for unity.

What Goldwater campaigned for was the Old South of America as it is and a re­ vival of the party of the yesteryears. Johnson simply let the people decide the issue. He let them to lead them to the 19th century or they wanted him to “continue” with the tasks of the New Frontier. He knew that he could have won the election with a minimum amount of campaigning. He dashed around the country to shake hands and to win merely to secure a huge margin of victory, a mandate to provide a political experience, from the New Frontier to the New Frontier, into the future.

Goldwater’s position on the Civil Rights is one of the major issues which cover him more support than anything else. He favored the diffusion of this authority for himself or for the military, the military should play a more important policy-making role foreign affairs. He was ready to shift the center of the campaign to one issue: Whether Goldwater was fit to become the President in 1964.

Having realized the damag­ ing effects of these utterances, the Goldwater campaign made a conscious attempt to create a new image of their leader. Never before did a Presi­ dential candidate spend so much time in the campaign fighting against himself, in the eyes of the electorate Gold­ water finally emerged as a confused and greatly weakened candidate. He was an ultra­ conservative in regard to economy, a radical in for­ eign affairs, a neo-anarchist in regard to national government, a crusader against com­ munist, a pseudo-evangelist in regard to morality and re­ ligion, a white supremacist in South and a man that stood for the privileged and powerful few who bade to admit that the United States

No one but you can give your Portrait for Christmas.

— many people would like to have it — and have one picture that ought to have it.

Call us today, and let us create a portrait that is really you — a portrait you can give with happiness.

NEUNLISTSTUDIO

213 W. Major Pl. 457-2155

FREE TRIP TO NEW YORK

for the lucky winner. Anybody buying an air or steam ticket from HOLIDAY TRAVEL between now and March 31, 1965, can participate. See in for details.

HOLIDAY TRAVEL

In Business Since 1956

The Fully Accredited Travel Agency

207 S. Ills. 457-6773

YELLOW CAB CO., INC.

Phone 457-8121

SORORITY Rush registration

Alpha Gamma Delta Delta Zeta
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sigma Kappa
Sigma Sigma Sigma

Monday thru Friday, Nov. 16-20
Room F, University Center 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Lent Hall, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

To be eligible for Rush, a mood must have 12 quarter hours of credit from the Easton's campus of UN and must have an overall grade average of 2.0.
Meet the New Faculty

**Philosophy, Education Prof Is Former Department Head**

Arthur J. Dibben, past chairman of the Department of Philosophy and Religion at Knox College has been named a professor of higher education and of philosophy at Southern.

Besides his chairmanship, Dibben has also held positions as dean of Blackburn College, and as a philosophy instructor at Columbia University.

He received his Ph.D. degree from Columbia University in 1953, after earning a B.D. from the Chicago Theological Seminary.

He is a Phi Beta Kappa, and holds membership in the Merchymological Society, the American Society for Aesthetics, the Philosophy of Education Society and the American Association of University Professors.

He has held a Ford Traveling Fellowship, a Ford Foundation Faculty Fellowship, a Columbia University Fellowship and a Post-Doctoral Fellowship in College Administration.

He has a wife, Jean, and two children.

Talk by Garnett Moved

To Browne Auditorium

The location for the third and last talk by David Garnett, English novelist, has been moved from Morris Library Auditorium to Browne Auditorium.

Garnett will speak at 8 p.m. Thursday about T.H. White, British humorist whose "TheOnce and Future King" was basis of the musical Camelot.

---

**On-Campus Job Interviews**

**TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1964:**

AETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, St. Louis, Mo.; Seeking Business and Liberal Arts seniors interested in Group & Pension Salaried Sales positions.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY, St. Louis, Mo.; Seeking Business and Liberal Arts Seniors interested in Sales careers.

A.E. STALEY MFG. COMPANY, Decatur, Illinois; Seeking Business, Technology, and Liberal Arts & Science seniors interested in positions as accountants, chemists (organic), Management trainees, production trainees, Industrial sales, and Industrial Engineering.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, Urbana, Illinois; Seeking junior and senior economics majors as well as first year graduate students who might be interested in pursuing graduate study at the University of Illinois.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1964;

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1964;

MOSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY, St. Louis, Mo.; Seeking Business & Science majors for positions as chemists, physicists, marketing trainees, and accountants.

---

**Prof. Fang to Talk On Gem Structure**

Jen-Ho Fang, assistant professor of geology, will report on "The Crystal Structure of Sinhalite" at the annual meeting of the Geological Society of America in Miami Beach, Fla., Thursday through Saturday. Sinhalite is a gemstone from Ceylon. Fang formerly was on the research staff at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Also attending the meeting will be Donald Bloss, SIU professor of geology.

**Seminar to Hear Visiting Scientist**

N.B. Williams, professor of microbiology at the University of Pennsylvania, will address the Microbiology Seminar on "Unique Activities of Some Human Oral Microbes" at 10 a.m., Friday in Room G-16 of the Life Science Building.

Williams, who is also the chairman of the Department of Microbiology, School of Dental Medicine, at the University of Pennsylvania, will be visiting the SIU campus Thursday and Friday.

He is serving as a consultant for the National Institute of Dental Research of the U.S. Public Health Service regarding training grant to the microbiology department involving two predoctoral and one postdoctoral student.

---

**TAKING A LOOK AT TOMORROW!**

FORD MOTOR COMPANY'S EXPERIMENTAL GAS TURBINE SUPERHIGHWAY TRUCK ANTICIPATES THE NATIONAL HIGHWAY NETWORK OF THE 1970's.

A new era in trucking is almost here. When the 4,000-mile national highway network is completed it will be possible for the first time to schedule coast to coast, big payload hauling. Ford Motor Company’s answer to the challenge is this experimental tractor-trailer combination. A tandem axle drive tractor, powered by a 600 hp gas turbine engine permits a cruising speed of 70 miles per hour, a non-stop range of 800 mi.

Designed for long-distance, non-stop operation, the two-man cab includes sleeping facilities, fold-away, aisle, lavatory, toilet, oven, refrigerator and TV for the co-driver with ice, 83" of headroom. Because of its cruising speed, the truck will be compatible with the normal high speed of 55 mph.

Other unique features are its endless exhaust and extremely quiet operation.

Anticipating the opportunities and needs of the future is standard practice at Ford Motor Company.

Thus it's such an exciting place to work. Look to Ford Motor Company for a career with growth potential and satisfaction—from pure science to manufacturing . . . marketing to labor relations.

---

**GUARANTEED Service ON Televisions and Stereos**

GOSS

309

Dial 457-7772

S. Illinois

---

**GARRETT'S Greenhouse & Gift Shop**

"Flowers for all Occasions"

457-4040

606 N. Michael Street

Carbondale, Illinois
SIU Researchers Ask Hunters To Watch for Marked Geese

Southern Illinois State hunters have been asked to watch for Canada geese with special marking, reports of which could provide valuable information to an SIU wildlife study.

As the goose season opens in Jackson, Williamson, Alexander and Union Counties at sunrise Monday, researchers in the SIU Cooperative Wildlife Research Laboratory have issued a plea to hunters to help with a study expected to yield helpful clues to sound goose management practices.

Dennis Raveling, research associate in the laboratory, said hunters could help by reporting sightings or kills of marked geese. The marking, which could provide valuable information which could provide valuable insights into the area.

Raveling said it would be especially helpful if hunters killing such birds would notify either the SIU Cooperative Wildlife Research Laboratory or the Crabb Orchard National Wildlife Refuge office. If possible, he said, he would like to examine such birds before they are dressed.

The management study is a cooperative effort by SIU, the U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, the Illinois Department of Conservation and the Illinois State Natural History Survey. It is supported by a National Science Foundation grant.

For the second season in a row freshman football coach Frank Sovich can look back with pride. His team has lost only one game in two years.

This year's team finished 4-1 after going undefeated in four games in 1963. Only the loss came at the hands of a powerful Memphis State crew.

In summing up the season, Sovich said he was very satisfied with the progress the players made during the season. He added that he thought many of the boys had a lot of potential, but added, "We'll find out how much potential they really have this spring in the varsity practices."

**Bus Trip Planned For Cards Game**

The University Center Programming Board Service is sponsoring a trip to see the St. Louis Cardinal football team play the Cleveland Browns at St. Louis on Saturday, Dec. 6.

The bus will leave the University Center at 10:30 a.m. The cost of transportation is $3.50. Students who want to go must sign up at the Student Activities Office by Nov. 23 in order to allow time for ordering tickets.

**Alkies Top Team, Take Trophy In Title Tilt With Sigma Pi's**

The Alkies won the intramural flag football championship Sunday by defeating the rival Sigma Pi team. The game ended with both teams tied at 20-20. The Alkies held at 10-3 first down lead and was awarded the championship.

It was a dissapointing loss for Sigma Pi as they had jumped off to an early 13-1 lead. However the Alkies fought back and at half time the score was tied 13-13. Both teams exchanged touchdown passes in the second half.

In the closing seconds the Alkies had the ball on their 2 yard line and elected to play it safe and run out the clock.

**Alkies-Coached Frosh Teams Lost Only Once in Two Years**

Frank Sovich

For the second season in a row freshman football Coach Frank Sovich can look back with pride. His teams have lost only one game in two years.

This year's team finished 4-1 after going undefeated in four games in 1963. Only the loss came at the hands of a powerful Memphis State crew.

In summing up the season, Sovich said he was very satisfied with the progress the players made during the season. He added that he thought many of the boys had a lot of potential, but added, "We'll find out how much potential they really have this spring in the varsity practices."

**In Driving Contest**

The Alkies won the intramural flag football championship Sunday by defeating the rival Sigma Pi team. The game ended with both teams tied at 20-20. The Alkies held at 10-3 first down lead and was awarded the championship.

It was a dissapointing loss for Sigma Pi as they had jumped off to an early 13-1 lead. However the Alkies fought back and at half time the score was tied 13-13. Both teams exchanged touchdown passes in the second half.

In the closing seconds the Alkies had the ball on their 2 yard line and elected to play it safe and run out the clock.

**Alkies Top Team, Take Trophy In Title Tilt With Sigma Pi's**

The Alkies won the intramural flag football championship Sunday by defeating the rival Sigma Pi team. The game ended with both teams tied at 20-20. The Alkies held at 10-3 first down lead and was awarded the championship.

It was a dissapointing loss for Sigma Pi as they had jumped off to an early 13-1 lead. However the Alkies fought back and at half time the score was tied 13-13. Both teams exchanged touchdown passes in the second half.

In the closing seconds the Alkies had the ball on their 2 yard line and elected to play it safe and run out the clock.

**By the virtue of their victory the Alkies will receive the 18-inch-high gold intramural flag football trophy.**

**This Week's Dandy Deal**

**BIG BABY & FRENCH FRIES 73¢**

Nov. 18-24

**Family-Fun DRIVE-IN**

**Drive-In (Not in Holiday Inn)**

E. Main St.
CARBONDALE, ILL.
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Cheer-Stiny Saluki Fans Give
Empty Feeling to Boys on Field

By Richard LaSusa

Student spirit appeared to have dropped to its lowest depth in recent years during last Saturday's SIU - Toledo football game.

While student spirit—i.e., any shape or form—has been a scarce commodity at SIU, it almost was nonexistent in McAndrew's ancient east stands during a football game.

The fans, 600 out of 5,000, were disheartening. There is no such thing as student spirit at SIU football games. And it was almost was nonexistent in McAndrew's east stands.

And somewhat appalling.

Nonehr

Director of Athletics and Physical Education.

The fans in the west stands are mainly faculty members and local townpeople. They sit so attentive at a football game that one would think they were watching a surgeon performing a delicate heart operation. For these reasons, fans there think that only students are supposed to cheer.

Win, lose or draw, the fans in the west stands generally display a "who cares" attitude.

Don't the fans on the west side understand the game? Are they above cheering and making a little noise? Or aren't they sufficiently stimulated to make noise? The latter may be the answer to the west side's problem—and this is where SIU's excuse for cheerleaders enter the picture.

Not once during a football game can one find an SIU cheerleader attempting to stir up the people in the west stands. These are fans too, girls. Give them a chance. They do have vocal cords and will use them if prodded, and occasionally entertain fans from the student body.

While student spirit—is, in the stands can provide a lot more pep than a lot of high schoolish and certain¬

ly lack imagination. This reporter is not about to suggest any improvements as far as cheers are concerned. It's the cheerleaders' job.

With the exception of one pest little blonde, who occasionally entertains fans with her breathtaking acrobatics, the SIU cheerleaders are as about exciting as soggy toast.

Fans, cheerleaders and players, you still have a chance to show that you possess some football spirit at 8 o'clock Saturday night when the Salukis meet a spirited gridironaggio from Evansville College in McAndrew Stadium.

Nothing more than decorative

ornaments for a long time. While it is one of their duties, they are unable to command any sustained amount of attention from the students—body or anybody—at an SIU athletic event.

Also, many of the girls' feelings—e.g., "let them on for bluegrass" and "1-2-3-4 who are we for"—are supposed to be bright high schoolish and certainly lack imagination. This reporter is not about to suggest any improvements as far as cheers are concerned. It's the cheerleaders' job.

Fans, cheerleaders and players, you still have a chance to show that you possess some football spirit at 8 o'clock Saturday night when the Salukis meet a spirited gridironaggio from Evansville College in McAndrew Stadium.

DISPURRED — Football coach Don Slayyer (left) and his assistant, Don Cross, walk away from the football field, their spirit no higher than that of the fans after the loss to Toledo.

Graduation was only the beginning of Jim Brown's education.

Jim Brown, Northwestern University, '62, came with Western Electric because he had heard about the Company's concern for the continued development of its engineers after college graduation. He had experience in industrial engineering and is continuing to learn and grow in professional stature through Western Electric's Graduate Engineer¬ing Program. The objectives and edu¬

cational philosophy of this Program are in the best interests of both the company and its engineers.

Like other Western Electric engineers, Jim spends the majority of his time with the program with a six-week course to help in the transition from the classroom to industry. Since then, Jim Brown has continued to take courses that will help him keep up with the newest engineering techniques in communications.

This training, together with formal college engineering studies, has given Jim the ability to develop his talents to the fullest extent. His present responsibilities include the solution of engineering problems in the manufacture of noisy-seal¬
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Stomp Spartans 34-7

Irish Widen Margin In Week’s AP Poll

By Bon-Olan
Associated Press Sports Writer

Undefeated Notre Dame’s impressive 34-7 victory over Michigan State enabled the Fighting Irish to increase their lead in The Associated Press college football poll with only two weeks left before the national titleholder is crowned.

The weekend results followed form sheet closely, thus the only changes among the Top 10 involved the bottom three places.

Louisiana State, which beat Mississippi State 14-10, advanced one notch to eighth, Syracuse and Oregon took over the last two spots, replacing Oregon State and Georgia Tech.

Syracuse beat Virginia Tech 20-15 and moved into the No. 9 position. Oregon took over its No. 10 spot with a 29-21 conquest of Indiana, Oregon State, eighth a week ago, was beaten by Stanford 16-7 and Georgia Tech, 10th last week, dropped a 24-7 setback to second-ranked Alabama.

Northeast, with an 9-0 record, collected 34 first-place votes and 433 points in the balloting by a special panel of 45 experts.

Alabama, 9-0, drew nine first-place votes and 400 points. The Crimson Tide trailed Notre Dame by only 13 points a week ago.

Arkansas held third place with 507 points collected. Nebraska with 307 and Texas 303. Points were awarded on a basis of 10 for a first-place vote, 9 for second, etc. Arkansas, Oregon State and Cornhuskers, each 9-0, have accepted bids to the Cotton Bowl.

Arkansas trounced Southern Methodist 44-0 and Nebraska defeated Oklahoma State 27-21 Saturday, Texas ups its record to 9-1 with a 28-13 triumph over Christian and accepted an invitation to the Orange Bowl.

Only three among the top five teams are scheduled this Saturday. Notre Dame plays Iowa, Arkansas meets Texas Tech and Nebraska closes its season against Oklahoma. Alabama and Texas are idle this week.

Question Thanksgiving Day when the Tide games Auburn and the Longhorns meet Texas A&M, the Razorbacks and Cornhuskers that day. The Associated Press small college football poll. But
taken over from the unbeaten ranks Southern U., unranked in the poll, faces Prairie View Saturday. The past weekend Southern knocked Florida A&M from the unbeaten ranks and the Top Ten. The Aggies, third last week, succumbed 43-20.

An impressive victory for Prairie View could move it last weekend, which closed its season with an 8-0 record more than a week ago.

In the latest balloting by a special panel of 14 regional experts, Wittenberg collected eight first-place votes and 112 points. Prairie View, although unnamed for the No. 1 position, garnered 100 points.

The Top Ten, with first-place votes in parentheses, and points:

1. Notre Dame (34) 433
2. Alabama (7) 400
3. Arkansas (2) 391
4. Nebraska 307
5. Texas 246
6. Michigan 235
7. Ohio State 183
8. Louisiana State 152
9. Prairie 95
10. Oregon 32

Western Illinois Captures Title in Interstate Grid Conference By the Associated Press

Western Illinois captured a share of the IAC football title and Augustana finished second in the CCI Saturday with the wrapup of Illinois small college football races.

Western Illinois pounded Eastern Illinois 34-10 in front of 3-1 and rated the Northern Illinois for the Interstate Intercollegiate Athletic Conference championship.

Halfback Noria Stewart scored three touchdowns in Timberlake Still Leads in Scoring CHICAGO (AP)—Bob Timberlake, Michigan’s triple-threat centerback. maintained his Big Ten all-games football scoring lead, with Indiana’s Tom Nowatzke moving into second place.

Timberlake has a total of 76 points, scoring in all three departments, and Nowatzke, who had 19 of Indiana’s 21 points Saturday, climbed into second place with 67 points and a chance to win, depending on season winds up next week.

The Leaders: Timberlake, Michigan; Nowatzke, Indiana; Grabowski, Wisconsin; Minniear, Purdue; Kimble, Iowa; Gunness, Nebraska; Sander, Ohio State; Cusatis, Illinois; Reid, Minnesota; Funk, Ohio State; Murphy, Northwestern; Anthony, Michigan, and Michigan State.

Civil Rights Meeting The Civil Rights Committee of the League of Women Voters is sponsoring a “Meet Your Human Relations Committee Evening” at 8 p.m. Thursday in the Ohio Room at the University Center.
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Only College Men... can have all this Life Insurance protection... with all these benefits

Pays you a monthly income as long as you are ill and disabled—even if for life.

Pays double for accidental death (triple in certain cases). Not restricted by numerous exclusions as in many polices.

Provides cash—\$100 a month—on retirement or to beneficiary; also for emergencies, business opportunities and other needs.

Lower cost—because college graduates are preferred risks.

...and only through College Life’s BENEFACCTOR—the life insurance policy that’s completely adaptable to your individual needs, all through your life.

Here’s what the BENEFACCTOR does for you:

Pays yearly cash dividends from savings and profits which can be used in several ways to strengthen your financial position.

Sharply reduced premiums for first 3 years to help you get started.

All premium deposits are refunded if death occurs within 20 years.

Guaranteed insurability for future insurance purchases even though your health or occupation is changed.

Safety assured through complete compliance with strict, time-proved, Indiana insurance law.

Get the full story from your local College Life representative.

The COLLEGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF INDIANA, INDIANA
The Original and Association Company Serving College Men Only

LARRY E. SUMMERS, WADE HALFORD

ON CAMPUS!

LARRY E. SUMMERS, WADE HALFORD

The Museum Shop

ALGECTED HALL OPEN 9-5